defined by
on C[0, l]. We observe that it is sufficient to require (1) to hold on P = U» P n since P is dense in C[0, l]. (b) 5 n w 0#/o P n .
LEMMA 2. If T satisfies (1) <w P then (a) T:P n -*P n ; (b) /GiV w im/tUK r/GiV n . 
PROOF, (a) is obvious. To prove (b, i) we observe that for fe^l
from which we may conclude that Ci(n, k) = 0 (2gfe< <*>). Finally, the image of P k under .B n is just P k for ft^w, and this gives (b, iii). DEFINITION. Define the operators Uo, £/i, U and Ü by
n \ a;*(l -*)"-* + (1 -*)**"-* 
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The result for Ü now follows, since Ü~ J-U.
THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition that a bounded linear operator T:
PROOF, (i) By Lemma 4 it follows that any operator of the form (2) satisfies (1).
(ii) By Lemma 2(a) we have Tpo -Copo and by Lemma 2 (a, b) Tpk^o-kpk for l^fe<oo. By Lemma 3(a) this determines T on P. It suffices to determine the {cr k } such that TB n p k -B n Tp k for all k and n. Now are included in the more general result, provided that the interpolating sets X k are invariant under the transformation x-+l -x. We want to thank G. Rota for bringing this problem to our attention.
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